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PROJECT DEFINITION
The complexity ofmodern medicine demands the innovative use of design
to help provide patients with greater access to healthcare information.
This thesis project explores the application of information design theories in
patient education materials. In an effort to reduce anxiety and to ensure the best
possible care is being provided, it is imperative for patients to take an active role
in their healthcare. Taking an active role requires both being able to communicate
with the healthcare provider and having access to the latest healthcare information.
While information is now widely available, trying to find it in an appropriate and
understandable format can be a daunting task. This thesis project involves the
development of an information source book that provides an accessible starting
point for seeking information.
Situation
The majority of education materials that are currently available to patients are
focused on prevention and chronic illness. As our population continues to age,
chronic illnesses have become more abundant. Cancer is one of the more
enigmatic and bewildering chronic illnesses. Cases of cancer have dramatically
increased in the United States over the last 50 years, and are continuing to
increase. Cancer is the third leading cause of death in the United States today,
trailing behind heart disease and accidents. For this reason and others, cancer
has become one of the most widely written about diseases. The amount of
information that can be accessed concerning the topic is overwhelming.
In response to this abundance of information, a source book that provides an
accessible resource of information was created. The source book includes:
imperative fundamental information for patients, information and vocabulary
that can increase the effectiveness of communication between patients and
providers, and information about resources such as books, web sites and cancer
centers that can provide reliable and accessible information.
PROJECT DEFINITION CONTINUED
Goals of the Designer
The goals of this project revolve around the development of a cancer information
source book that will provide an accessible resource for cancer patients upon or
soon after diagnosis. The following goals reflect the project's focus on information
design solutions as applied to the subjects of cancer and cancer treatment.
Gain an in-depth understanding of cancer through research
Create a system for cross referencing information
Create a structure that will augment the content of the book
Provide a calming tone for the book
Direct the reader to a variety of resources
Include an accessible glossary of common medical terms
Encourage the reader to further explore the subject
BACKGROUND
Historic Examples of Information Design in Medicine
In 1 854, John Snow elucidated the cause of the cholera epidemic in London by
charting out a map that showed a close link between incidence of cholera and
the water supply pump on Broad Street.
Florence Nightingale developed a series of charts in 1857, now referred to as
Nightingale's Roses, that helped to improve the sanitary conditions of the British
army after the Crimean War. The charts clarified that unsanitary conditions had
caused more deaths in the Crimean War than the enemy.
Will Burtin's exhibitions for the Upjohn Pharmaceutical Company in I960
used large-scale, three-dimensional models to explain the complex processes of the
human cell and the brain. For the first time these complex subjects were explained
to the public in large scale interactive models.
In 1978, the Salford Form Market began the process of redesigning medical
forms used to communicate between patients and doctors. The four year project
successfully increased the exchange of information through the redesign of the
forms. The Department ofHealth and Social Security (DHSS) in Britain
determined that the forms saved the government 13 million pounds per year
in medical costs.
Richard Saul Wurman publishedMedicalAccess in 1981 in response to his own
awkward experience during a medical examination. He failed to find adequate
information upon which to base questions to ask a physician. MedicalAccess is an
attempt to make medical diagnostic tests and surgical procedures clear and
understandable for the average patient.
PRECEDENTS
The following precedents support the need for applying information design
techniques toward patient education materials.
Precedents for Information Design Formats and Objectives
Many of the design concepts that have been incorporated into this project were
influenced by two pioneers ofmedical information design, Will Burtin and
Richard SaulWurman.
Will Burtin
Burtin's work for the Upjohn Pharmaceutical Company displayed an
innovative use of information design. His guidebooks and brochures presented
doctors, pharmacists, dentists and veterinarians with clear and concise visual
explanations of the complicated processes that occur when pharmaceutical drugs
interact with cells in the human body. His approach included the ample use of
white space which can give the reader visual rest and avoids a feeling of being
overwhelmed with information. Burtin also used simplified imagery and deleted
unnecessary information from his design solutions. Many of his guides
incorporated transparency, and the innovative use of tabs and folded pages
to add visual interest and enhance the effectiveness of communication. Burtin's
information design solutions serve as important models for other designers.
Richard SaulWurman
MedicalAccess and Information Anxiety are two very important information
design texts that had a profound influence on this project. Information Anxiety
provided the foundation and a structure for this undertaking. Chapter Six of
Information Anxiety deals specificallywith access guides and what elements should
be considered to ensure their success. MedicalAccess not only helped to provide
a solution for the presentation of the anatomical information in the Cancer
Information Source Book, it also provided an excellent precedent that displayed the
need for accessible biomedical information.
PRECEDENTS CONTINUED
Precedents for Book Structures
Several examples of book structures influenced the decisions that were involved
in the organization and structure of Cancer: An Information Source Book.
TheWallace Memorial Library Archives provided an important resource for
book structure precedents.
200 Books Annotated Bibliography by Keith Smith
This book displays 200 different ways to structure a book. It provides many
different techniques for binding and arranging pages as well as examples of tabs
and page dimensions. This book inspired many of the prototypes that were created
in the development of this project (please refer to pages 25-27).
The artist book collection in theWallace Memorial LibraryArchives
A wide variety of books were explored from this collection. The most
important example was Susan E. King's book titled Treading The Maze.
This unique book has a butterfly binding and takes a non-linear approach
to the organization of the content. The impetus for the placement of the
source book's glossary began after seeing King's book.
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PRECEDENTS CONTINUED
Precedents for Specific Content and Information Goals
Currently there is an abundance of appropriate and reliable information
concerning cancer. Unfortunately for many readers this information can
sometimes seem dense, disorganized and unappealing. It was the intent of the
author to syphon and consolidate the information provided in successful source
books and present it in a more accessible format. The following sources provided
an important portion of the information contained in the book created during
this thesis study.
The Complete Cancer Survival Guide by Peter Teeley
This lengthy and dense resource provides the most complete information that can
possibly fit into one guide. It is one of the top selling cancer guides in the nation
and provides a broad spectrum of information on diagnosis, staging, treatment
options, procedures, medications and clinical trials. This text is a virtual
encyclopedia for cancer care options without the organization of an encyclopedia.
The book is a mixture of information from the author's firsthand experience with
cancer intermixed with direct factual and resource information. The Complete
Cancer Survival Guide also includes tables and illustrations that explain a variety
of issues. This book influenced the project by providing examples of important
current information such as a list of cancer centers and where to find information
about clinical trials. Teeley's guide also exemplifies an approach of consolidating
a wide variety of information into one source book.
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PRECEDENTS CONTINUED
The Cancer Patient's Work Book by Joanie Willis
This text provides an excellent example of the innovative use of design to help
cancer patients take control of their situation. The Cancer Patient's Work Book
serves as a personal organizer for procedures, finances, physicians, medications and
more. Each section of the book is color-coded for easy visual reference. The color
palette consists of pink and blue pastels that instill a light and airy feeling for the
reader. Comic illustrations provide a child-like atmosphere to counteract the dark
and oppressive nature of the disease. This booklet's innovative use of color and
typographic hierarchy influenced the typographic treatment and color choices that
were used in the development of this project.
After Diagnosis: A Guide for Patients and Families
by the American Cancer Society
This small and concise guide is provided free from the American Cancer Society.
It includes a wide variety of clear and understandable information in a question
and answer format. This small handbook clarifies some basic information for
patients using a very general approach. The type size is larger to increase
readability and the content is very simple. This booklet influenced the project by
providing cancer information in a format that is accessible to the lay reader.
One challenge of this thesis project was in the attempt to provide as much
introductory information as possible without overwhelming the reader, while still
including enough essential information. After Diagnosis: A Guidefor Patients and
Families served as an excellent example of simplified technical information.
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RESEARCH
Research for this project involved the exploration of historic precedents of
information design, book structures, and cancer information. In addition,
extensive interviews were conducted with oncology social workers from several
cancer centers in the Rochester area. Another important segment of the research
was devoted to an analysis of existing cancer guidebooks.
Interviews
Interview 1
Jennifer Schackart MedicalLibrarian
Southern Ohio Medical Center
10 am ThursdayNovember 16, 2002
Jennifer's largest concern with providing a patient with access to medical
information involved the patient's lack of a solid foundation of information
concerning their disease. She has encountered a large number of patients that
haven't been provided with enough information about their disease to ask the
correct questions. When patients understand very little about the fundamentals
of their diagnosis, they have a greater potential of looking up inappropriate
information that can actually increase their anxiety. The role of the medical
librarian has evolved into individual searches that include a copy of the patient's
diagnosis and treatment.
The interview with Jennifer clarified the importance of providing patients
with supplemental information. It also identified and explained the important
role of the Medical Librarian. One page in Cancer: An Information Source Book
is devoted to the importance of the Medical Librarian.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
Interview 2
Susan Vetter Oncology SocialWorker
Pluta Family Cancer Center
10am Thursday December 20, 2002
Susan provided a great source of inspiration for this project. The Pluta Family
Cancer Center is a private practice that already provides a successful source book
for local services. The source book provides some basic information concerning
the disease. Susan discussed the importance of diffusing the self blame that some
patients can feel upon diagnosis. She also discussed how knowledge and
understanding can help reduce anxiety in patients and increase their confidence.
Susan helped to reinforce the need for providing patients with information
in a clear and accessible format, therefore supporting the fundamental goals
of this thesis project. Susan provided a copy of the Pluta Family Cancer Center's
source bookwhich supplied an excellent resource that aided in the selection of
appropriate content information such as the FinancialAssistance section in
Cancer: An Information Source Book.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
Interview 3
J E Giarrizzo Oncology SocialWorker
James P Wilmot Cancer Center
10:30am ThursdayJanuary 10, 2002
J E had discussed several important points that are crucial to educating patients
about cancer. She mentioned the need for patients to be aware of the importance
of finding a specialist. She discussed the problem of older patients receiving old
and outdated information and how it is important for these older patients to
understand that treatments have improved as well as the survival rates. Dispelling
myths about cancer treatment and cancer survival became a central theme of the
interview. J E also introduced the organization AOSW (Association ofOncology
Social Workers).
Conversations with JE inspired the incorporation of information such as the
importance of the Oncology Social Worker, as well as the need to dispel myths
about cancer treatment and mortality.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
Interview 4
Therese O'connor Oncology SocialWorker
Rochester General Hospital Cancer Center
10am Wednesday January 16, 2002
Therese discussed the importance of finding a good cancer center. She stressed the
importance of clinical trials and their role as barometers for excellent care. Therese
also mentioned the importance of recognizing that some cancer patients respond
verywell to traditional treatment and may not require or benefit from being
involved with a clinical trial.
Conversations with Therese inspired the incorporation of the list of cancer centers
and the importance of clinical trials into Cancer: An Information Source Book.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
Library Research
Library research was conducted in the areas of graphic design, book structure and
patient education materials.
Graphic Design
In addition to the research devoted specifically to cancer, research was conducted
in the field of graphic design and design related subjects. The archives in the
Wallace Memorial Library became a great resource for this project. The archives
provided access to a large number ofartists'books and the work ofmedical
information design icons such as Will Burtin and George Giusti. Other
information designers such as Richard SaulWurman, Edward Tufte, and
Ladislov Sutnar provided examples of enhancing the accessibility of technical
information. Richard Saul Wurman's Access Guides provided examples ofhow
to simplify and arrange information in an accessible manner through the use
ofpictograms and simplified maps. The incorporation of visual codes such
as the shapes of the diagrams and the tone of the color palette in this thesis
project was influenced by a variety of sources including Ladislov Sutnar s
Catalogue Design and Edward Tufte's VisualExplanations. Information Design
Journal provided several examples ofmedical and technical information designed
to be more accessible through the use of design decisions which emphasize
particular visual hierarchies.
Book Structures
In an effort to discover the most effective way to present the information, an
exploration of book structures was conducted. This search involved the analysis
of a large number of books and resource guide books on a range of topics.
The books were analyzed for their ability to form a relationship between
their structure and content, and for their nonlinear arrangement of information.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED
Cancer and Patient Education
The first area of research involved an exploration of current guides and other
materials related to patient education. This process included reading medical
journals and discovering what forms of patient education materials are currently
being used by the profession. Many guides were collected from cancer centers
and other medical facilities. Many other guides were ordered and delivered for
free from national organizations such as the American Cancer Society, the
National Cancer Institute, and from cancer centers around the country.
A review of current guide books was conducted in an effort to establish a need
for a new patient source book Research for available guidebooks began from
online lists from cancer information web sites and from Amazon.com. Some
research was conducted by visiting bookstores, reading through their selections
and taking notes on their content and design. The results of this research were
then organized into a comparative matrix to easily view the relationships between
the contents and approaches used in other source books (please refer to page 19).
To ensure the accuracy of the content of the source book and to develop a
broader understanding of the disease, technical research was conducted concerning
the biology and treatment of cancer. Initially, the fundamentals of cellular biology
and cancer were studied. Next, clinical aspects of the disease such as treatment and
management were researched.
RESEARCH CONTINUED
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SYNTHESIS
A fundamental design problem for this project was the selection and organization
of content. After research was conducted it became necessary to organize pertinent
information and to develop a system for arranging it.
Index Cards
This process involved writing down keywords recorded from research on index
cards. The cards were then laid out on a large flat surface and rearranged in
a variety ofways to discover which information to include and what the best
sequence of information would be. The cards were then arranged in groups
of subject similarity, then by forced juxtaposition of dissimilar subjects.
The results of this process aided in the selection of the content headings and
subheadings in the source book. The use of the index cards also aided in
the development of the navigation diagram (Please refer to page 24).
Interviews
Some decisions to include or delete information was influenced by suggestions
and comments from the interviews with medical professionals and from thesis
committee members. The decision to include the ComplementaryMedicine
section was under the direction of the thesis committee. Simplification of the
written content in an effort to make the book accessible to a larger population
of people was under the direction ofmedical professionals that were interviewed
throughout this project.
Review of Existing Materials
Some decisions to include or delete information also developed from the
information that was provided in other successful resources such as cancer
source books, medical journals and web sites. After collecting and reviewing
a wide variety of existing materials it became necessary to summarize the collective
ideas that were presented in them. This summary developed into the foundation
from which the content of the final application could build upon.
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SYNTHESIS CONTINUED
Navigation Diagram
A navigation diagram was developed to display the best possible arrangement
of information in the source book. The diagram also displayed the possible
cross referencing between headings and subheadings. The creation of the
diagram involved research and several revisions. Research began with a review
of books about games to help inspire a variety of possibilities for arranging and
sequencing information. Books related to the creation of diagrams and flow
charts were also investigated.
The first diagram (please refer to page 22) was developed around the form of
a board game. This diagram helped to group the information into four categories
containing related subjects. The blue section contains introductory information,
the purple section contains scientific information, the red section contains
information related to the health care industry and the yellow section contains
information concerned with the patient taking an active role in their health
care. This diagram also illustrates a nonlinear sequencing of information.
The second diagram (please refer to page 23) was an attempt to simplify the
first diagram. The form of this diagram developed from analyzing flow charts
and other diagrams. The two important developments that occurred in this
diagram were: the clearer establishment of hierarchy and the emphasis on the
glossary and resource sections.
The third and final diagram (please refer to page 24) developed after researching
texts devoted to the creation of flow charts. This final diagram is clearer and more
simplified then the previous attempts. The hierarchy is clearly established and the
book is divided into three major headings.
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SYNTHESIS CONTINUED
First Attempt: navigation Diagram
Introduction
a b c
Resources
abed
Basics
Anatomy
Glossary
Clinical Trials
Alternative
Medicine
Living Well
ab
Reasons
for
Optimism
a b c
Health
Care
Team
ab
Financial
Assistance
Cross Referencing
Diagram
Lists of resources
Definitions
a Listed Information
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SYNTHESIS CONTINUED
Introduction / Contents
Second Attempt: navigation Diagram
<\
Basics Anatomy
Cells
Cell Division
Carcinogens
Metastisis
Cancer the Disease
Risk Factors
Immune System
Nervous
Digestive
Lymphatic
Circulatory
Skeletal
/ Clinical Trials
Definition
Reason for Optimism
Importance
Not for Everyone |
Medical Advances
Misinformation
List of Changes
Health Care Team
Team Approach
Finding a Specailist
Second Opinion
List of Cancer Centers |
Financial Assistance
List of Resources
Cancer Source Book Navigation Diagram
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SYNTHESIS CONTINUED
Third and Final Attempt: Navigation Diagram
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IDEATION
This thesis project is multifaceted. Each of the facets of the project developed
separately yet concurrently with one another. Each facet developed from an initial
brainstorming method, ideation, and the creation of prototypes.
Book Structure
Ideation for the structure of the book began with a review of a wide variety
of books. Initial concept sketches were inspired by the research, then new
ideas arose from the sketches. The possible success of each structure was
determined by the relationship to the content, the sequencing of information
and relative simplicity of the structure. Upon reviewing the most successful
approaches from the sketches, prototypes were created. 25 prototypes were
developed ranging in size and shape. Several of the mock-ups were chosen based
upon how applicable their structure was to the content and the objectives of the
thesis project. They were then developed further by incorporating the source book
content. The prototype structures involved various approaches to tabbing,
multiple folds, pockets and different approaches to binding.
Diagrams of possible book structures
Possible tabbing system
Separate lota's or bindings
Extra Haps or pockets
o |ss
/
A
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4
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/
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Cross Referencing
Ideation for cross referencing possibilities evolved from the research and ideation
of book structures and navigation possibilities. The concept development and
prototypes for the cross referencing system were intertwined with and occurred
along side of the navigation and book structure ideation. The tab system began
with planning and was then tested in the prototypes. Content considerations that
were involved in the development tab system included the importance of seeing
the tabs on every spread so that specific information could be cross referenced
from any section of the book. The following are a few examples of prototypes that
contained tabs that could be seen on every spread.
% l=lk |||=
i
\ww \ww
Other considerations for the development of the tabs included their shape and
color. The shape needed to reflect the circular element contained in the book.
The colors needed to aid in the establishment of a calm and serene feeling
for the reader.
Navigation
Ideation for the navigation system of the book incorporated ideas that arose from
the creation of prototypes, the process of arranging index cards, research of other
diagrams and from looking at the organizational structures of board games.
A navigation diagram was developed to consolidate and display the most effective
and efficient arrangement of the content of the book. More ideas developed from
the process of developing and revising the navigation diagram. As the diagram was
refined and adjusted new ideas arose from the increased clarity that each new
diagram provided (please refer to pages 22-24).
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Aesthetic Considerations
Ideation of aesthetic considerations also occurred simultaneouslywith the other
ideation processes. Aesthetic considerations include: color decisions, typeface
choices, page size, grid construction, placement of the tabs, and the style and
placement of the illustrations and diagrams. Initially the brainstorming method
known as mind mapping provoked the original ideas for the tone of the book
(please refer to pages 30-32). From the fundamental concepts that developed
out of the mind maps other methods of ideation, such as thumbnail sketches,
were used to discover effective ways of executing those ideas.
Color
The decision to conceptually represent the sky and water with two shades of
blue originated from the mind maps. Some of the early layouts included a light
blue page and a dark blue column. Other ideas included a split page with half
light blue and half dark blue. A variety of different solutions were printed out
and observed for their effectiveness and their relationship to the content.
The following are a few of the ideas that were explored:
The final selection was a descending progression of a horizon line between
a light blue color representing the sky, and a dark blue color representing the
water. Once this decision was made it became necessary to explore possibilities
for the most appropriate colors of light and dark blue. For this ideation a wide
variety of blue colors were printed and compared for their effective representation
of sky and water.
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Typeface
The choice of typeface developed out of a brainstorm that included a list of
goals for the project and comparing them with the attributes of several typefaces.
The first decision involved the use of a san serif versus a serif type face for the
body text. One of the initial goals of the book was to instill confidence into
the reader. The layout of the book needed to seem scientific and sophisticated
without appearing impersonal. A san serif type face would convey the idea of
a sophisticated and scientific subject. Several san serif typefaces were chosen and
observed for their ability to convey these goals. Futura became the final choice
based on the relationship between the circular geometry of the type face and the
circular representation of the cell. Limiting the amount of text on each page and
opening the leading of the body text helped to maintain the readability of the text
and diminished an impersonal tone by creating an open space. The open space
between and around the type can appear more approachable to the reader avoiding
feelings of being overwhelmed with information.
Page Size and the Grid Construction
Exploration for the page size originated with the development of the book
structure (please refer to page 25). Once the idea for the book structure was
narrowed down the next decision was to choose an appropriate page size
and a grid to place the text, illustrations and diagrams within. Ideation for
the grid was based on the length of text, the form of the book and the cross
referencing system. Initially thumbnail sketches of the book layout were made
consisting of a butterfly binding with the glossary positioned on the right.
The sketches that were selected to be developed were chosen based their ability
to reflect the content and simple geometric qualities of the typeface, illustrations
and diagrams. The page size was developed based on the constraints provided by
the grid system while attempting to maintain a reasonable size to the book
Several page sizes were chosen based on thumbnail sketches and tested out in full
size prints. The final decision was based on the unified form of the book and
a basic geometric grid.
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Illustrations and Diagrams
One of the fundamental goals of the project is to create an accessible source book
by maintaining a level of simplicity. The illustrations and diagrams needed to
be as simple as possible while still maintaining a high ability to communicate
the information. Sketches for the diagrams began with a common circular form
to emphasize the concept of the cell and to enhance the visual continuity of the
book through the repetition of the form.
The anatomical illustrations were developed to be simple while maintaining
a recognizable form to the organs being represented. The main goals of the
anatomical illustrations are to communicate their basic location in the body
and to emphasize their interrelationship. The selection of the final illustrations
was based on how effective they communicate the assigned goals and how well
they will function inside the book as a series of transparent overlays. Once the
final anatomical illustrations were chosen, appropriate colors were explored based
on how opaque they appeared on the transparent overlays and how easily they
could be distinguished from one another.
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Mind Maps
Central node Comprehensive
30
IDEATION CONTINUED
Central node Empowerment
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IDEATION CONTINUED
Central node Patient
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IMPLEMENTATION
The application became an information source book for cancer patients.
The final decisions that were implemented into the creation of Cancer:
An Information Source Book are summarized and divided into the following
two categories: content and design.
Content
The book consists of 3 major divisions titled: Cancer, Reference and Glossary.
The Cancer section contained 9 subsections titled: Introduction, the Biology
ofCancer, Anatomy, Living Healthy, Reasonsfor Optimism, Health Care
Team, FinancialAssistance, Clinical Trials and Complementary Medicine.
The introduction explains how the book functions and why it was created.
The next eight sections are grouped by similar content and ordered
in a sequence of layering knowledge.
Cancer
The first three sections relate to how cancer works and what can be done to
prevent it. The first section The Biology ofCancer describes cancer on a scientific
level in an effort to help people understand what is happening in their bodies.
The second section, titled Anatomy, introduces some basic anatomy and
physiology to help patients visualize where their organs are and how they are all
interrelated. Simplified graphic illustrations are displayed on transparencies along
with brief descriptions of the major organ systems. The decision to include this
section was based on the lack of anatomical information that was found to be
provided for patients in other available materials. The third section is titled
Healthy Living. This section describes things that patients can control in their
lives to prevent cancer from occurring or reoccurring; and activities that may
ease the side effects of treatment and aid in the healing process. The next two
sections introduce the reader to the current health care system. The fourth section
is titled Reasonsfor Optimism. This section is intended to relieve some anxiety and
eliminate misconceptions concerning current cancer treatment and mortality.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
The content of this section developed as a result of the abundance ofoutdated
information circulating around such as the old view that a person with cancer
was certain to die from it. Section five is titled Health Care Team. This section
introduces the reader to the importance of finding an oncologist and an
oncology social worker. This section also clarifies that the current health care
system provides a team of professionals as apposed to one family doctor.
The sixth section is titled FinancialAssistance and it provides information and
resources that can help people pay for expensive medical costs. The next two
sections introduce clinical trials and complementary/alternative medicine.
These sections were included because of their importance and also due to
the lack of accessible information concerning the two topics.
Reference
This section is divided into four subsections titled: Books, Online Resources,
Cancer Centers, National Organizations and Notes. The purpose of this section
is to consolidate a variety of resources for patients to access and explore. The Notes
section provides a place for the reader to add additional resources as well as a place
to write down questions to ask their provider.
Glossary
The decision to include a glossary originated with the need to enhance the
communication between patients and providers. As the project progressed,
it became increasingly apparent that the glossary was an equally important source
of information. After witnessing an example of butterfly binding and testing a
variety of possible book structures, the decision was made to place the glossary to
the right of the main body of content with its own binding. This structure allows
the reader to access the glossary simultaneously while reading through the other
sections of the book. This solution also gives emphasis to the glossary so the reader
will have more exposure to it.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Design
The design of the cross referencing system increases the accessibility of the
information contained in Cancer: An Information Source Book. This book is
primarily intended for patients who wouldn't normally seek out information on
their own. The graphic elements and color decisions provide a reassuring and
restful tone for a patient facing the bewildering diagnosis of cancer.
Cross Referencing System
An important facet of this source book was the development of a cross referencing
system. By enabling the reader to quickly access related sections of the book they
may begin to recognize the importance of the interconnections between the
information. This may also emphasizes an all encompassing or holistic approach to
medicine. The development of the navigation map served as a tool in the creation
of the most appropriate and effective cross referencing system. The navigation map
consolidated and arranged the content of the book so that new pathways for cross
referencing were illuminated. Words and subjects that can be cross referenced are
color coded to match a color tab that represents a particular section of the book.
This system is exemplified on pages 38-39.
Color
The two shades of blue used throughout this source book are intended to
represent sky and water. The colors are meant to establish a calm and serene
feeling in the reader. The horizon line progressively lowers as the pages are
turned to reflect the reader's increased awareness. The lowering line also serves
as a signal to carry the reader through the pages of the Cancer section. Then the
line disappears at the end of the Cancer section to signal the beginning of the
Reference section. The Reference section remains sky blue because the additional
information can bring greater clarity.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Typeface
The geometry of the typeface Futura reflected the geometry of the circular
elements that occur throughout the book. The pure geometry of Futura also added
a modern appearance to each page, instilling a feeling of confidence in the reader.
The leading was opened and the line length decreased to ensure that the text was
readable and approachable.
Page Size and Modular Grid
Decisions about the page size and the modular grid reflect the simple geometry of
the diagrams, tabs and the typeface Futura. The page size is 8 inches by 1 0 inches.
The page size was based on the constraint of an 8.5 x
11"
page with a 0.25 inch
printer margin. This page size was chosen to maintain lower production costs. The
grid structure contains three text boxes for the body text, text in the margin and
the glossary. The body text and the glossary are identical in size to place an equal
emphasis on both. The outside margins are larger to compensate for the spiral
binding. The width of the first page is based on a six inch circle. The circle reflects
the concept of the cell. The decision to make the circle six inches was determined
by a one inch margin on the top and bottom of an eight inch page. Page numbers
were excluded from the pages to enhance a nonlinear use of the book.
Grid used in Cancer: An Information Source Book
Repetition of Form
The repetition of the circle in this source book is intended to conceptually
present the cells role in cancer. The decisions to develop diagrams composed
nly of circles and tabs composed
ofhalf circles were based on this concept.
re
mat
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Final Considerations
The creation of the final application involved the incorporation of all of the
feed back from faculty, oncology social workers and committee members, then
deleting unnecessary elements in an effort to create the most efficient and
successful application. Final decisions for the source book developed through test
prints and test assemblies. Once these changes were incorporated a version of the
source book was printed and presented in the thesis show (please refer to page 43).
After the show the source book was presented to the thesis committee and the
oncology social workers for review. The suggestion for changes are summarized
in the following list:
Explore further possibilities for the structure and arrangement of the tabs.
Explore different possibilities for distinguishing the reference section.
Include a color system on the content page that correlates with the tabs.
Include an explanation for the cross referencing system on the content page.
Include headings for each illustration.
Include the headings for the organ systems on each respective transparency.
Change the order of the anatomical illustrations.
Include illustrations that explain the role of the cell in cancer.
Ensure that the horizon line on each page highlights a specific sentence.
These suggestions were tested and implemented into a final application that was
reviewed by health care professionals and cancer survivors. A survey was provided
for the reviewers and the results are recorded in the Intermediate Evaluation
section (please refer to page 42).
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Cover
The shaded blue
transparent overlay
eludes to the water
and sky theme of
the interior.
The circle reflects
the circular elements
occurring inside
the book that
conceptually
represent the cell.
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Table of Contents
The color dots
correlate to the
colored tabs of
each section.
Instructions on
how to use the book
are located adjacent to
the Table ofContents.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Cross Referencing
The color tabs
correlate with
specific sections in the
Table ofContents.
or :*3<
.r
-
GLOSSARY
cd-ca' Ter*i\i
Bymatching colored
words or phrases with
the correlating colored
tab, the reader can
find more information
on the specified word
or phrase.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Anatomy
Clear overlays
present graphic
illustrations
of the major organ
systems of the
human body.
i ui
Glossary
The glossary is bound
separately and to the
right of the main body
of the book.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTINUED
Reference Section
Awhite tab separated
from the rest on
a different threshold
signifies the
importance of the
reference section.
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The reference
section is colored
entirely in sky blue
to represent the
illumination that can
occur by discovering
more information.
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INTERMEDIATE EVALUATION
A questionnaire was developed which asked cancer survivors and health care
workers to determine how effective Cancer: An Information Source Book was.
The book was reviewed by employees and patients at the Pluta Family Cancer
Center in Rochester, New York on April 24-25, 2002. The book was also
reviewed at the National Convention for Oncology Social Workers in Atlanta
Georgia on May 4-12 2002. In addition, three medical illustration students
at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology also supplied feedback on May 10, 2002.
The results of the questionnaires are summarized below. The completed
questionnaires are located in Appendix B (please refer to page 70).
The following are the average scores to each of the questions on the survey.
l=No, Not at all 5=Yes, a great deal.
1) Would this source book be useful to you? 3.8
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood? 4.5
3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information? 4.5
4) Do you find the anatomical illustrations useful? 4.4
5) Is the position of the glossary effective? AA
6) Did you learn anything new from the book? 3.4
7) Do you feel the book would assist you in finding more information? 4.1
8) Do you feel the book would help enhance the communication between
you and your health care provider? 3-5
Overall there was a positive response by survivors, family members of survivors,
health care professionals and medical illustration students. The lower score on
question 6 is due to the fact that several of the people surveyed were healthcare
professionals with a vast knowledge base. The constructive comments included
a concern that the reading level may be too high for many cancer survivors.
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DISSEMINATION
Cancer:An Information Source Book was first shared as part of an exhibit
in the second thesis show in the Bevier Gallery at the Rochester Institute
ofTechnology campus.
Bevier Gallery Exhibit
A series of explanatory panels were designed for this exhibition. The overarching
goal of these panels was to communicate the design process that was undergone in
the creation of the final application: Cancer: An Information Source Book.
The specific goals of the panels were to reflect the concept ofprogression from
water to sky that is incorporated in the book, and to display the progression of
time from beginning to the current status of the project. The panels included
information about the processes that occurred during the development of the
project, important spreads of the source book and information explaining the
aesthetic considerations and future prospects for the project. The book was placed
on a pedestal in front of the last exhibit panel. A second pedestal was used to
display other successful source books to allow for a comparison with the project
application. A small versions of the panels are located on pages 45-48.
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DISSEMINATION CONTINUED
Future Dissemination Plans
Cancer: An Information Source Book and the exhibit will be displayed in the
lobby of the James P. Wilmont Cancer Center at Strong Memorial Hospital in
Rochester, New York. The exhibit may also be displayed in other cancer centers
in the future as well. The director ofpublishing strategies, Diane Scott-Lichter,
will be reviewing the book for possible future developments.
In the future, this source book could potentially be mass produced and
distributed through a range of different channels. Some of the primary channels
would be medical publishers such as Quality Medical Publishing, Inc in St. Louis,
and Medtext Medical Publishing Company in California. The book may be
distributed to several cancer centers for review with the possibility of adding
it to their permanent collection.
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DISSEMINATION CONTINUED
Exhibition Panel 1 / KIT Bevier Gallery
MEDICAL INFORMATION DESIGN
EMPOWERING THE PATIENT
Problem Statement
The diversity and complexity of America's current health care system can be overwhelming for patients. In an
effort to reduce anxiety and to ensure the best possible care is being provided, it is imperative for patients to take
an active role in their health care. Taking an active role requires both being able to communicate with your health
care provider and having access to the latest medical information. While information is now widely available,
trying to find it in an appropriate and understandable format can be a daunting task. After an exploration of
various solutions to this problem I have developed a more accessable source book for cancer patients.
Goals for the Designer
Gain an in depth understanding of cancer through research
Create a system for cross referencing information
Create a structure that will augment the content of the book
Provide a calming tone for the book
Direct the reader to a variety of resources
Include an accessible glossary of common medical terms
Inspire the reader to further explore the subject
Research
Research for this project involves the exploration in historic precedents
of information design, book structures, and cancer information. In addition,
I conducted extensive Interviews with oncology social workers from several
cancer centers in the Rochester area. Another important segment of my
research was devoted to an onalysis of existing cancer guidebooks.
The majority of guidebooks can be divided into two distinct categories.
The guides I found were either to complex or to simplistic and lacked
additional resources.
Analysis of Existing Cancer Materials
An external audit
of existing printed
materials was
conducted and
summarized within
a comparative matrix.
I selected a wide
spectrum of materials
for this summary.
Content categories
are based on the
sections of my .source
book. Approach
categories are
based on common
cancer guide formats.
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DISSEMINATION CONTINUED
Exhibition Panel 2 / KITBevier Gallery
Content Development
The content of the book developed from library research, the analysts of existing guides, discussions with several oncoiogy social workers, members of
my thesis committee and my own experiences. I chose infofmatiori that the oncology social workers and my committee members had suggested were
important but not readily available to patients. I also chose information thai would increase a patient's general knov/tedge of the subject in an effort to
help increase their confidence through increased understanding. The contents of this source book have been divided into three main sections; Cancer.
Reference and Glossary.
Cancer
This section is divided into eight subsections. Biology of Cancer,
Anatomy and Living Healthy are intended to help a person make more
informed decisions concerning their health. Health Care Advances and
Health Care Team introduce the reader to the modem health care system.
Financial Assistance, Clinical Trials and Alternative Medicine provide
additional options to patients that may not be presented to them by
their diagnosing physician.
Navigation
Once the content of the bookwas deveioped the next stepwas to
explore the most appropriate arrangement of the information and
possible solutions for effective navigation through the book. This process
began with an intense analysis of the developed content. The results from
this analysis were .hen implemented in the Following navigation diagram.
Glossary
The glossary of this sourcebook is meant to help increase a patient's
knowledge of common medical terms related to cancer so that they can
communicate more effecfr/efy with their health core team.
Reference
The reference section is divided into four subsections which include the
following; Books, Online Resources, Cancer Centers and National
Organizations. This section is intended to direct patients toward more
detailed and complete information.
Navigation Diagram
The brge circles encase
each section heading
and the subheadings
are designated in
boxes. The arrows
show possible pafhawys
for cross referencing.
The form of this mop
emerged from library
research of Bow charts
and existing navigation
maps. One important
solution that arose from
the development of this
mapwas the decision
to place equal emphasis
on the Glossary,
the Cancerand the
Reference sections.
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DISSEMINATION CONTINUED
Exhibition Panel 3 / KIT Bevier Gallery
ANATOMY f
Colored text signals a relationship with o separate section
Each section is represented by a colored tab
When colored text appears, the reader has the option
of lifting the color tab to find related information 1
Cross Referencing
An important facet of this source book was the development of a cross referencing system. By enabling the reader
to quickly access related sections of the book they may begin to recognize the importance of the interconnections
between the information, and thereby emphasizing an all encompassing or holistic approach to medicine. The
development of the navigation map served as a tool in the creation of the most appropriate and effective cross
referencing system.
The above spreads of the book demonstrate this system at work. Words and subjects that can be cross referenced
are color coded to match a color tab that represents a particular section of the book. This approach is meant to
mimic the highlighted words that appear on web pages and provide links to further information.
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DISSEMINATION CONTINUED
Exhibition Panel 4 / KIT Bevier Gallery
Aesthetic Considerations
This book is primarily intended for patients who wouldn't normally seek out information on their own. The graphic elements and color decisions provide
a reassuring and restful tone for a patient Facing the bewildering diagnosis of cancer.
Color Repetition of Form
The t-vo shades of blue used throughout this sourcebook are intended to
represent sky and water. The colors are meant to establish a calm and serene
feeling in the reader. The horizon line progressively lowers as the pages are
turned to reflect the readers increased awareness. The lowering line also
serves as a signal to cam/ the reader through the poges of the Cancer
section. Then the line disappears at the end of the Cancer section to syignal
the beginning of the Reference section. The Reference section remains sky
blue because the additional information will bring greater clarity.
The repetition of circbelements in this sourcebook, are intended to
conceptually represent the cell. Ceils are both the cause and the cure to
cancer. I believe it is important to stress the role of the cell in an effort to
provide a broader understanding of this disease.
Further Developments
This version of the Sourcebook is a work in progress that will continue to develop during the months ah
One month after the thesis show the book will be disseminated to a selected group of health care experts fo
evaluation. After their feedback is incorporated, the book will also be disseminated to a group of patients I
review. The book may continue to be revised and developed beyond graduation.
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RETROSPECTIVE EVALUATION
Cancer: An Information Source Book is a work in progress that will continue
to develop during the months ahead. The book will continue to be reviewed by
health care professionals, cancer survivors and publishers in the future. Once these
reviews are completed the feedback will be incorporated into a more complete and
finalized version of this source book.
The use of color throughout the book successfuly establishes a calm and serene
feeling in the reader. The position of the glossary proved to be a good solution for
emphasizing the importance of the glossary and making it more accessible to the
reader, although a few people surveyed did mention that they found it to be
somewhat cumbersome. The cross referencing system successfully increases the
nonlinear approach to the book. The cross referencing system could be improved
by bringing the reader to more specific information related to the word that is
cross referenced. The current solution for the tabs successfully fulfills the goals of
the project, but they still lack durability. The book requires more information
specific to individual cancers, for instance: the book currently lacks information
pertaining to bone, skin and breast cancer. The medical content will be updated
and refined for accuracy. The anatomical illustration seemed to be moderately
effective at communicating some basic anatomy. The content of the anatomical
information could possess more similarity between the different organ systems.
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CONCLUSION
The field ofmedicine needs to shift towards more preventive solutions for health
care. One of the most important aspects of preventive medicine is patient
education. Information design applications directed towards patient education
play an imperative role in disease prevention. Patient education materials need to
be designed to communicate complex, technical information simply and efficiently
to a lay audience.
Books containing complex and dense information can be made more accessible
to the average reader through the application of graphic design theory and
methods. Cancer is a disease that has been widely written about, but the
information available is often difficult to find and decipher. This thesis project
attempts to consolidate the abundance of available cancer information into a
clear and accessible format.
The development of Cancer: An Information Source Book involved research,
synthesis, ideation, selection, implementation and dissemination. The collective
incorporation of these processes into this project has helped to successfully
develop an important and accessible source of information for cancer patients
and their families. The results of the evaluation of the book clearly display the
need for information design applications in patient education materials. It has
become apparent through research and interviews that informed patients are
better equipped to make health care decisions. The use of better designed
education materials also has an imperative role in enhancing communication
between patients and their providers.
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CONCLUSION CONTINUED
The designer of Cancer: An Information Source Book has gained an increased
knowledge and understanding of the role of information design in the
communication of health care material. It is a complex and challenging process
to successfully develop graphic design solutions to address this problem.
It is the responsibility of designers to accept this challenge and enhance the
communication of healthcare information to patients thereby enabling them
to make more informed healthcare decisions.
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GLOSSARY
Alternative Medicine: Medicine or treatment that is not used by mainstream
medicine. Generally the term also refers to the treatment of the whole person
instead of focusing exclusively on the treatment of the tumor.
Complementary Medicine: The use of alternative treatments in conjunction with
mainstream medicine. Generally complementary treatments are used to alleviate
discomfort from the side effects ofmainstream treatments such as chemotherapy.
Patient Education: The process of informing a patient about their particular
disease and the treatments that will be administered. The process can include, a
patient interview by the provider, printed information, patient education classes,
and multimedia source materials.
Provider: Person directing the patients health care needs. Includes medical
doctors, physician assistants, nurse practitioners and nurses.
Information Design: The defining, planning, and shaping of the contents of
a message and the environments it is presented in with the intention of achieving
particular objectives in relation to the needs of users.
Ideation: Describing the generation of conceptual solution and preparation of
a range of preliminary design approaches.
Implementation: Describing how the project was refined, developed and
produced to its final form or application.
Dissemination: Describing plans for future audience interaction, how could this
project or information be distributed/used in the future?
Modular Grid: A system of parameters used consistently to unify a series or
sequence of designs. Consistent use of type sizes and styles, placement of page
numbers, and a color plan are factors that might be included.
Mind Map: A brainstorming method used to discover new ideas. Mind maps
begin with a central word or node and other words or ideas are written around,
branching out from the central node.
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APPENDIX A: Selected Spreads
Cover
The shaded blue
transparent overlay
eludes to the water
and sky theme of
the interior.
The circle reflects
the circular elements
occurring inside
the book that
conceptually
represent the cell.
PAKIr^FP An Itrfonwifion
Source Book
Page 1
The content page
contains a list of the
three main sections
and corresponding
subsections.
The colored dots
correlate with the
colored tabs of each
section.
Instructions on how
to use the book.
CONTENTS
Introduction
The Biology of Cancer
Anatomy
Healthy
Peoions for Optimism
Health Core Team
Financial Assistance
? Clinical Trials
Complementary Medicii
Books
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Resources
Concer Centers
National Orgonizati<
Notes
Common Medical Terms
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APPENDIX A: Selected Spreads
Page 3
Introduces the
Cancer section
and the Glossary
with a brief
description
ofeach.
CANCER
There is o sea of information concerning^
contained in books, periodicals, and web sites.
It is a daunting task to sift through aB of me
information hoping to find what is appropriate
for yowr situation. This source book serves
as a storting point for your search by providing
important introductory information and resources
for locating more specific information.
Information can give you the confidence to assert
yourself with health care providers to ensure your
part in the decisions that will shape your
medical care.
GLOSSARY
In order K ensure that you ore communicating
with your hearth core provider in fhe clearest
way, it is important to be familiar mD medical
vocabulary. Here is a glossary of important
medical terms related to cancer It will be helpful
to occasior.alry read over this list as well as use
it to look up specific terms.
Page 5
Introduces the
The Biology ofCancer
section.
The diagram of
a cell is composed
of a simple graphic
circle. The repetition
of the circle element
throughout the
book is meant
to conceptually
represent the cell
in an effort to
emphasize the
important role
it has in cancer.
The Biology of Cancer
Cells
The human body is an intricate network of
interrelated systems,
3me digestive system. These systems
consist of organs such as the heart ond the large
intestine. Organs can be divided even further into
tissues and cells Each cell is fundamentally similar;
they consist of an outer skin cafled the ceil
membrane, a jelry-ltke interior called the cytoplasm
and Ihe cell's working ports called organelle*. At
fhe center of every eel is its nucleus which contains
DNA or deoxyribonudeic odd. Every cefl in your
body contains on entire copy of the original DNA
that you were bom with. DNA is like the brain of
Ihe cell, it controls all of fhe functions of tfie ceB
Including cell division. Different types of cells vt9
different portions of the DNA sfrond, for instance
the celts of your lungs use selected sections of your
DNA and your liver uses different sections of that
same original copy of your DNA
1 lAB-doh-men) The front pan of the body
befw&ar. ihe ribs and fhe hips. (Most people call
it the -stomach.')
abdominal wal
t-i-zz'-- h-n . The layer of Rat
muscle and skin in front of the abdomen.
oarie (uh-KEWT) A word used to describe o
disease that is swore but doesn't lasl a long rime
(ft is the opposite of chronic, which is used to
describe o disease that lash a long time and
won't go away.)
adenocarcinoma (AX^n-oh-kar-sih-NOH-mah)
Cancer that Starts in a person's glands.
For example, cancer of the pancreas, prostate.
and uterus
s (AD-ah-noyds) Lymphatic tissue behind
the nose, rf the odenoids are swollen, o person
may hove o hard time breathing.
adjuvant therapy (AD-|u-vunl THER-ahpee)
Treatment that ia
mo in treatment.
arven in addition to the
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APPENDIX A: Selected Spreads
Page 6
Explains the role of
cell division in cancer. 1 tAN-tulvien) Any foreign substance in thebody |such as a virus) that can cause infection or
disease Antibodies fight antigens.
s lAN-tvmeh-TA-bo-lile] A drug that
Stops cancer cells from dividing (After cancer cells
divide, they grow ond spread.)
onus lA-nus) The opening m the body where feces
(bowel movements, or BMs) leave the body. The
onus is pan of the rectum. (The word anal is
another form of the word "onus *)
aplastic anemio (A-plas-tik gh-NEE-mee-uh) A kind
of anemia. When a person has aplastic anemia,
the bone marrow doesn't produce enough blood
cells.
areola foh-REE-oh-lah] The dark skin around me
nipple on the breast.
artificial safiva (ahr-rih-FlSH-ul saUJ-vah) A medicine
thai is used to treat 'drymouth."Sometimes a
person's mouth can become very dry after
radiation or chemotherapy treatments. Artificial
saliva can help with this side effect.
3H352fn rff ft
igiss I ill
atraman ae 'placed dai,
Cell Division
Normal cefls grow, divide, and die at different
rotes depending on the type of cell and a person's
age. When people ore young, their cells divide
more rapidly until they become odulfs. After that,
most normal cefis only divide to replace worn-out
or dying cefls and to repair injuries. Cells of the
skin and the lining of the digestive track divide
regularly to reploce cefls that hove been brushed
off by abrasion. The cefls of your blood also need
to be replaced quite regularly. During the process
of cell division occasional mistakes occur called
mutations. Each cell is equipped with complex
mechanisms lhal wilt either correct fhe error or
destroy the cell itself if a mutation occurs.
Page 7
Explains the role of
carcinogens in cancer.
The illustrations
are kept simple
to effectively
communicate
the information
to a wide audience.
Colored words appear
throughout the text to
signify that more
inforrnation can be
found on that topic.
Carcinogens
Carcinogens, or cancer-causing agents, can
disrupt the cellular mechanisms that correct
mutations. Mutations occur nalurafly when cefls
divide. Mutations that disrupt the mechanisms of
cell division, if left uncorrected by a carcinogen,
can lead to a cell dividing uncornrobobfy.
i foil into three categories; viruses,
chemicals and radiatioi
As the cancer celb continue lo divide they v
begin to form a mass of cells coded a tumor.
Cancers of the blood do not form tumors
because the blood is fluid; they divide ond
disrugUhe C'rculotory system. Tumors become
-ous if they compress, invade, and destroy
normal surrounding tissue.
^'t--. :
%TOmfc
fflffifi
(AN-es-THEE-zee-yuh] Loss of pain.
anesthetic (AN-es-THET^k) The medicine that a
person takes to cut down on pain Anesthetics are
also used to put people to sleep during surgery.
1 (AN-jee-oh-gram) An X-ray of the blood
vessels. Before a person has an angiogram, a
radiopaque dye is infected in a vein to make me
vessels easier to see
j (AN-gh-REICSsee-uh] Loss of appetite for
food Some cancer treatments moke people lose
their appetite.
antibiotic LASMvbi-AI-Vtik) A medicine to fight
infection Penicillin is the most well-known
antibiotic People with cancer ma/ need to take
antibiotics to prevent infection.
antibody (AN-tuh-bah-dee) An antibody is a part of
a person's immune system Antibodies are made by
a person's body to Fight infection and disease.
c (AIM-ree-ur>MEH-t3k| A medicine to
control nausea and vomiting.
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Page 8
Explains the process
ofmetastasis.
The basic form of the
illustration is repeated
for continuity and
association.
elosfosis
Cancer cells behave differenfty from normal cell*.
One important difference is that cancer cells don't
always stay attached lo one another like normal
cells do. As a tumor grows some of he cancer ceBt
can dislodge from the original tumor and migrate
through the lymphatic system or tie circulatory
system lo other parts of he body. Once these cells
reach their new destination , they may continue to
divide and cause o separate tumor to form. The
new tumor doesn't change in its new location;
it is still the some cancer that began from the first
mutated cell. For Instance, if a cancer cell from he
colon migrates to the liver, it Is still referred to as
colon cancer ond not liver cancer. Cancer is
classified by the part of Ihe body hat it originated
from and what rt looks like under he microscope.
Page 9
Explains that cancer
is a grouping
of over 100
separate diseases.
Cancer the Disease
Cancer is a grouping of over 100 diseases.
Different types of cancer vary in rate of growth,
patterns of spread, and responses to different types
of treatment. That is why people with cancer
require treatment that Is specific to their particular
disease. This is also he reason why it is so difficult
to find a cure for cancer; a cure for cancer would
mean over one hundred different cures for ever one
hundred different diseases.
aspirate (ASpih-rayt) To remove fluids or gases
from the body using a needle or tube. (The word
aspiration is another form of the word "aspirate .")
asymptomatic (c-simp-tofvMAT-ik) Without any signs
or symptoms The early stages of cancer are often
asymptomatic, so getting regular cancer screenings
(such as mammograms) is very important.
atypical (o-TlP-ihkuf) Rare or unusual.
Not happening very often
autologous (aw-TAHL-oh-|es) A word used to
describe a kind of bone marrow transplant
Autologous means that o person gives bone
marrow to be used later for his or her own bone
mairow transplant Bone morrow transplants are
used most often when a person has leukemia.
axffla (ak-SlL-ah) Armpit A person's axillary lymph
nodes are located in the armpit.
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Page 12
The illustrations
repeat the circle form
while comparing the
strength of a person's
immune system to the
level of carcinogen
exposure.
Your nil ii dependent on ihe
rote bofn-een rhe strength of
you! immurie r/iAm and the
amwH of caicinogwn l*x
you are exposed lo man at
ogafeee tmafca a lunJkghl.
The Role of the Immune System
The most important defense against cancer is
(he Immune system. When cancer cells form, white
blood cells may recognize them as foreign and
initiate on immune response to attack fhe cancer.
Since the cancer cells formed from a normal cell
they still retain o vague similarity to normal cells,
therefore the immune response may not be
initiated and cancer cells may still proliferate.
By strengthening your immune system, through
good nutrition ond exercise, you decrease your
risk of developing cancer and increase your
chances for a speedier recovery.
Page 13
Introduces the
Anatomy section.
As the reader prog
resses through the
book the horizon line
progressively lowers.
Page numbers are
absent from the
pages to reinforce
a nonlinear use of
the book.
Anatomy
J
Trie human body b
composed of interconnected
organs and organ systenu.
When one organ i>
damaged or diseased
it impads ihe other agon
sySems. Far this reaiori
H a important lo Veal tie
whole body as apposed
lo Mating one specific
area ar organ.
UndwOonding where
your organs are and how
ihe/ work can help you
tt mala more Informed.
hoof* core deccKK*.
brjderia (bak-TEER-ee-ah) Tiny organisms (more tiny
than the cells in our bodies) that can be either
friendly or unfriendly to humans. Friendly bacteria
live in our intestines ond are important for our
digestion Unfriendly bocteria con cause infection
barium [BAK-ee-um] A whitish liquid often used to
help doctors see a person's digestive tract more
easily with X-rays. The person can drink the barium,
or the person can hove a barium enema (Barium is
o chemical element.)
basal cell cortinooM [BAY-sul SEL kar-sih-NOH-mah]
The most common kind of skin cancer Basal cell
carcinoma grows slowly and usually does not
spread to other parts of the body Basal cell
carcinoma is easy to see and easy to cure when
it is found eorfy.
basophil |BAY-soril) A kind of white blood cell that
has an irregular shape.
benign (bee-NINE) Not cam
benign tumor [bee-NINE TOOmur) A growth that
is not cancerous.
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Page 15
Displays a transparent
overlay of the
circulatory system.
Transparencies
of the lymphatic,
respiratory, digestive,
urogenital, nervous
and endocrine systems
are also included
in this section.
lory Synwn
Pump bfaod wfh null i cinb
I WJ your body's colli.
ll also distribute dwmlcal
mi as fiom glonds
Lrrphs<cl)M
CairiM fluid sdwhHe
blood agfa aaund the
body, tety wtiho blood
aefa b In ihe lymph rode*
and the askew.
blood count Checking fhe blood lo see how many
blood cells o person has. The count usually include:
white blood cells, red blood cells ond platelets.
blood system The arteries, veins and capillaries in
a person's body. (Capillaries are tiny blood vessels
that conned arteries and veins.)
1 Mil) (bee-LLM-fob-slle) The white
Mood cell that makes antibodies
bone morrow (bohn MAYR-oh] The spongy area
Inside our bones whore blood Is made.
bone marrow aspirafen (bohn MAYR-oh AS-pih-
RAY-ihun} Removing marrow from the bone with
o needle. Doctors look at ihe bone marrow
under a microscope to see if a person has
a blood disease.
bowel (BOW-el) The intestines. Our intestines
(which are like a long tube) start at the bottom
of fhe stomach and end al the anus.
Page 23
Introduces the
Healthy Living section.
Related resource
information is
contained in the
margin. Futura Light
is used, Futura book
is used for the body
text. The leading is
reduced to help
differentiate from
the body text.
Healthy Living
A few lifestyle changes can make a differer
n your recovery.
Nutrition
Good nutrition is particularly important when you
are ill. Illness creates an even greater demand for
nutrients because the body must fight the disease
ond repair the damage caused by the disease.
Nutritional recommendations for cancer patients
are different from those for a normal healthy diet,
because they are designed to increase your
strength and to help withstand the effects of your
treatment. The following are o few nutritional
basics to consider.
1 Lou of appetite is a common problem for cancer
patients for a variety of reasons. To ensure
you're getting enough calories In your diet,
you maywant to consider commercial meal
replacements such as drinks or shakes. Another
approach Is to eat many small meals throughout
the day and to keep snack food at hand.
2 Begin eating earl/, don't wait until you've
lost weight.
3 Emphasize an protein. Avoid red meat.
Instead utilize protein sources such as dairy,
eggs, legumes, nuts, grains and fish
Book 50 Essential Things
To Do When the Ooaor
Say: lb Cancer
by Greg Anderson 1993
Frae guides ..- mtng
National Cancel Instilule
SOOd-CANCER ar
www.ncl.nlh.gov/
American Cancer Society
800-ACS-245 or
cryosurgery (kri-oh-SUR-jeh-ree) Treatment of a
disease by applying extreme cold to fhe diseased
cells The extreme cold will kill fhe diseased cells.
This treatment is often used to treat skin cancer.
computed tomography, CT scan (kom-PEWT-ed toh-
MOG-rah-fee} A special kind of X-ray that uses both
X-ray machines and computers lo produce pictures
of cross-sections of parts of the body. It is possible
lo lake a CT scan of all of a person's body, called
a whole-body CT scan.
cyst (sislj A small sac (it usually feels like a knot) in
the body filled with fluid and diseased cells. Cysts
can be either benign (not cancerous) or cancerous.
Most cysts are nol cancerous.
cytology (si-TAHL-oh-jee) The study of cells.
cytomegalovirus {CMV} (si-toh-MEG-ah-loh-vi-rus)
A kind of virus CMV often infects persons with
AIDS or other persons with immune system
problems.
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Page 25
Introduces the
Reasonsfor Optimism
section. This section
introduces the reader
to new advancements
in treatment and care.
The horizon line
seperates information
Reasons for Optimism
Today rnore than haK of aD the people diagnosed
with cancer will be cured. Man-/ others will
contjrtue to live normal lives while keeping
rherr illness under control with medication ond
treatmeni Marry people associate the word cnar
with imminent death, this is no longer the case.
Advances in cancer treatment and an increase
in early detection hare lead to a dramatic increase
in cancer survival and a decrease in the level
of discomfort from treatment.
Concerned Friends and relatives will undoubtedly
recount lher or someone etse's cancer experience.
This information con be very disconcerting and
inappropriate. Not only because of the difference
between ihe various forms of cancer, but obo
because much of the information may be from the
past. Not only are more people surviving cancer
than ever before but fhe side effects of treatment
hove been drarricrocalry reduced in recent years.
detect 'aee-TEKT) To find something that is not
obvious . Ooctcn it/ to deteC cancer eorr/ so tat
the career can be neated as soon as pois-bte.
Finding cancer eariy is ca-ted earr/ detection
dsognosn (o.og-NOH-s.sj Decking exactly what
a disease is. A doctor uses his or her knowledge
of diseases and diagnostic tests on he patient to
diagnose the disease.
arapbanography !d>o^i^^--^rC>3-^i^-Jee| A tes* to
find breast cancer by shir-trig a br.gb* light through
the breas'. Another wed far diaphanography is
transilkimirvaftori.
digestive roe) (dih-JES-fr* TPArOj The pam of a
personi bod/ mat d>ges* food The digestive tract
includes the mourn, throat, esophagus, stomach,
small intestine, large intestine (also called me colon
c* bowel), rectum and the anus
digW rectal exam (DU-rh-to! PEX-tuI eJtvAMj
A way of checking the rectum
fo<- problems The
doctor inserts his or her finger through the anus and
into me rectum to feel far lumps or other irregular
places The doctor can also check a
mans prostate during a d'gito1 rectal exam.
Page 29
Introduces the
Health Care Team
section. This section
introduces the reader
to the importance of
finding an oncologist
and an oncology
social worker.
The body text and
the glossary are treated
the same way to
emphasize their
equal importance.
The glossary pages are
-
white for seperation
from the body text
and to signify pure
information.
Health Care Team
Today's health care system involves good
collaboration between doctors and other health
core professionab to oversee patient care. No
longer is your hearth core limited to one doctor.
The most efhciertf system it one where doctors of
different specialties can c^laborate to provide
you with the besl solutions for health care.
II is important lo find a specialist.
Many careers are treated by the physician who
diagnosed the disease. 85% of the time that
physician is not an oncologist. In order lo ensure
that you or /our loved one is r
. necessary to find an oncologist. If you
have a rore form of cancer it is important ihoi you
seek out on oncologist thot specializes in your
particular disease.
The Physician Data Query (PDQ) is a service
of the Notional Cancer Institute which provides
o directory of physicians and facilities that
specialize in cancer.
iro.mh.gov
epidemic (ep-ih-DEM-ik] Any disease that spreads
rapidly in a population.
epidemiology (ep-ilvDEE-mee-arvloh-iee) The study
of epidemics. Epidemiologists look at why an
epidemic happens and how the ec-idemtc con be
controlled
epitheTum (epnlvTHEE-lee-um) The outside layer of
the skin, or fhe inside lining of our hollow organs
(such as the bladder and uterus) The epithelium is
only about two cefls thick. (The word epithelial is
another farm of the word 'epithelium.')
erythema (er-ih-THEE-mah] Redness of the skin.
erythroplasia (rjeryth-roh-FlAY-zee-u h) Changes in
the cells lining the inside of the mouth. (The cells
lining the inside of the mouth and fhe rest of the
digestive trod are called the mucous membranes.]
Erythroplasia can be an early sign of oral cancer
(cancer of fhe mouth)
esophageal speech (ee-SOF-oh-jee-al) The way mat
persons who have hod their larynx (voice box)
removed can leam to speak.
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Page 30
The diagram
displays the role
of the oncology
social worker as a
fulcrum to a patients
health-care needs.
The diagram retains
the circle shape
with a nucleus to
conceptually represent
the cell and add to the
continuity of the book
frozen section After some biopsies, the sample of
tissue from the person's body is frozen Altar the
issue is frozen, it is cut into thin slices and stained
Th^Wior con stud/ me stained tissue under o
micrc^ccpe^to tell is a person has cancer a if the
cells are riarmoV.JSometiiTres a doctor recommends
a frozen section durrhg^surgery )
gastroriteanrial (gas-froh-iivTcS-Hh-nu(},' word used
to describe pam of a person's body that a
food The pons of the body that digest Food ll
the mouth, throat, esophagus, stomach, small
intestine, large intestine, rectum and anus.
genes Oeenzj The smallest unit of DNA DNA is
a complex molecule that is found in the nucleus of
all our ceUs. Genes contain all the information that
allows hereditary traits to be parsed from parent
to child
genetic markers (tuh-NET-ik MAHR-kers) Each
person's DNA is different Genetic markers are
certain places in a person's DNA that look different
from anyone else's. (For example. 0 persons
generic markers con help a doctor identify
a person's blood type.)
TieJcgy soda!
*Ortei ocn certor yrxr
case and d'ec you lo
fee approprfc*.nans
The Nc6and Cancer Institute rerjomrnends
that every cancer partem should receive
a second opinion.
Even if you deeply trust your physician, he/she
may not have access to the most up+o-dcte
treatmem options. The best place to search far o
second opinion is at fhe nearest cancer center
[see Reference). When selecting o cancer center
it is important that the center offers a arie*y of
treatment options, including acctu to clinical trials.
The importa* role af the oncology soaci worker.
Oncology social workers are staffed af most
hospitals and can provide you and your family wilh
information, corrrfart and direction. The following
are o few of the oncology sodol worker's
responsibilities:
1 Unking you to services in Ate cornrnunity.
2 Advocating for insurance coverage.
3 Connecting you with medical staff.
4 Providing psychosocial and emotional support.
5 Helping patients navigate through the health
care system.
Page 31
Introduces the "
FinancialAssistance
section. This section
includes resources that
provide financial
assistance to patients.
" Financial Assistance F G
Receiving the best slrrte-of-the-art medical care Free guide feces I^EE-seez) Bowel movements, cr BMs Feces
can be very expensive especially when insurance
1 hsK tatf to* to (m*
are made of bacteria and fiber that is not digested
companies generally will not cover artematrve AaSafef* Th AnwrtoF! in the body.
ond experimental therapies. Oncology social Grew Sod*/
workers ore trained lo provide patients with
eOO-ACS-23^5 r*d fibroadenoma (l^^ohH3d-irvOH-mahi A benign
financial assistance. (not cancerous) breast disease Usually o
fibroadenoma is one large tumor mode of fibrous
Here is a test of organaatiorts that assist people and glandular tissue.
with insurance and other financial burdens.
f4rocysftc dbease (Ff^roh-sis-tik dih-zEEz)
American Cancer Society Fibrocystic disease is not real// o disease It is
National Office 1599 Clifton Rood., 0 benign (not cancerous) condition of the breasts.
NE Atlanta, GA 30329 Breasts that are fibrocystic have extra fibrous tissue
800-ACS-2345 (800-227-2345) and cysl-like spaces filled with fluid.
www.cancer. org
fine needle osprratian biopsy (FYN NEE-duhl AS
National Association of Insurance CorrtmrssJonerj pih-ray-shun BY-op-see) A biopsy is a sample of
120 West 12th Street, Suite 1 100 cells token from a person's body to look at under o
Kansas City, MO 64105-1925 microscope. Biopsies can help to tell o doctor if a
person has cancer or if the cells are normal. When816-842-3600
www.noic.org a person has o fine needle aspiration biopsy
(FNA), a needle is inserted into o lump in the
Medicare, State Health Insurance person's body and a sample of cells is removed
Ass-stance Program (similar to g'rving blood] The needle used is smaller
for your state call 800o38-6833 than the one used when a person gives blood.
vrww.medtcore.gov
^F
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Page 33
Introduces the
Clinical Trials
section. This section
introduces the reader
to clinical trials and
provides a list of
resources.
The word oncologist
is printed in light blue
to match the tab of
the Health Care Team
section.
Clinical Trials
Definition
Oinical trails are research studies in which
Ho- to lind out genital* (JEN-iMuIsJ The sexual organs
people help doctors find ways to improve health
and cancer core Each study tries to answer
scientific questions and find better ways to
InionriffO'*, Servce
&00422O237
cancflfnoLno Jiih.ggv/trids
genital tad (JEN-th-tuI TPAJCT) All of the organs
that make up a person's reproductive system
prevent, diagnose, or treat cancer.
The importance of clinical trials
A clinical trial is one of the final stages of o long
and careful cancer research process. Studies are
done with cancer pofienS to find out wether
promising approaches to cancer prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment are safe and effective.
Cam v***
mmv 02?<w*+&zh oarr.
Co-Boa bao.; anas?
onien. or tse deportment
of o-rcdogy or o bcal
irjocfcrg tjDsptnl
Cat phar*noc./ci3!
C&rT'pa-iiM dirBaty Tr*
PhyiOCTi'i Dtai Wwenea
glands [glandzj A special group of cefls or an
organ fhcrt secretes (makes and then releases) a
substance used in other pans of the bod-/ For
example, the adrenal gland secretes epinephrine
(adrenalin)
grart-vertus-hosJ disease '//hen your body rejects
donated bone morrow, you may get this disease
Not all cancers warrant the use
\ of clinical trials
\. For many cancer patients standard therapy may
ijfe the best solution. Discuss your options with
your or.co,ogu\ fie sure that the facility where
you receive treotment does offer clinical trials
tferoriej. c *Sis aa+esi*
er-4 letep^rve r.j^.tujrs of
all ptaoiptati drjg
Cot baa- crop-lea at
orgontzcfiioris noi as tSe
American Conors Sodet/.
You may get 0 rash, diarrhea, C jaundice
This disease can be fatal
granulocyte fGl^N-u-loh-sire) One of the most
important kinds of white blood cells Granulocytes
include basophils, eosinophils and neutrophils.
as an option. gray (gy) A standard unit for measuring radiation
(X-rays) absorbed by a person's body during
treatment.Clinical trials can be expensive and are generally
not covered by imerance.
growth Abnormal cells that group together and
crowd out normal cells. A growth can be either
benign or cancerous
^^
Page 35
Introduces the
Complementary
Medicine section.
This section
introduces the
reader to definitions
and resources
involved with
complementary
medicine.
Complementary Medicine
Definitions
Aterfirfre MeSdnr. Medicine or treatment
that is not used by mainstream medicine.
Generally the term also refers to the treatment
of the whole person instead of focusing
exclusively on the treatment of the tumor.
CorrpfeiTBHffy /fakine: The use of alternative treatments
In conjunction with mainstream medicine. Generally
complementary treatments are used to alleviate
discomfort from fhe side effects
of mainstream treatments such as chemotherapy.
brUgrutsdMztfone: An approoch to medicine thai draws
from a large spectrum of treatments lo farm a more
comprehensive approach.
1>JT) lo ire grawiig pubtc
aWcrd tar CotT.pliiTientar/
r>rxtc.r. - 1W0
Caagfem mandated
H I
henxrtologist (hee-malvTAHL-oh-jist) A doctor who
specializes in diseases of the blood.
hematology (hee-mah-TAHL-oh-iee) The study of the
blood, the parts of the body where blood is made
and the treatment of blood diseases
hemoglobin (HEE-mahgloh-bin) The pari in red
blood cells that mokes them red Hemoglobin
carries oxygen from the lungs to the rest of
the body ond carbon dioxide horn fhe body
to fhe lungs.
hereditary (hih-RED-iMer-ee) A word used to
describe traits that are passed from parent to child.
Hereditary traits are contained in our genes, which
ore made of DNA
herpes simplex (HUR-peez SlM-plex) An infection
caused by fhe herpes virus Persons with Type 1
herpes simplex often have small blisters inside their
mouth ond on their face, especially around me lips.
Persons with Type 2 herpes simplex often have
small blisters on or near their genitals. (Type 2
is o venereal disease ) Persons with weak immune
systems gel herpes simplex, more often than persons
with strong immune systems
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Page 45
This page
introduces the
Reference section.
This section marks
the end of the
lowering horizon
line. The reference
section only contains
additional lists of
resources. The full
page of sky blue
represents the
illumination that
can come with
seeking additional
information.
This section is divided J
into five subsections.
REFERENCE
Books
Online Resources
Cancer Centers
National Organizations
Notes
J K L
Kaposi's sarcoma [KAPah-seez sa h-r-KOht-mohj
A cancerous tumor of the skin.
Kaposi'
i sarcoma
most often infects persons with AIDS cr other
persons *rilh immune system problems
Iddneys frOL^neezj The two kidi-eey-bean-shaped
organs that colled urine ond send ii to the bladder
The kidne/s are located neor the base of a
person's backbone.
large irtestine (lahrj in-TES-tin| Our intestines
(*+.Kh ore like a long tube) start at the bottom
of the stomach and end al the anus. The large
intestine begins at the smafl intestine and ends at
the anus. The large intestine is also called fhe colon
or large bowel.
laryngectomy |layr-irvJEK-tah-mee] Surgery that
removes the larynx (/oice boxj Persons who hove
had lar/ngectomies must learn to talk all over
ogam Often the/ use esophageal speech.
larynx ILAYR-inks) Voice box. A person's voice
box is in the throat
Page 57
Introduces the reader
to the Books section
that provides a list of
recommended books
including a short
summary of each.
The text extends
to the right side of
the page and the
type size is smaller
throughout the
Reference section.
This helps the
reader differentiate
between the Reference
section and the
Cancer section.
Books
What to look for in books
When you visit the health section of a major bookstore there can be an
overwhelming number of books lo choose from, tt is important to read about
your particular type of cancer, so try and find a book that is specific to your
disease, ft is also important lo read fhe general facts about cancer, so if it is
your first trip to the book store or library pick up o generol guide. If you have
o computer, a credit card and specific titles or subject headings Amazon.com
is an excellent resource for books.
A list of recommended book titles
TW tbHrtid Gvitb to hmalftm Orosjt 2001 : tWyftng Km Naad to bow lor Scrfa Drag uu
By Jan-*-. J. fcybodu & Jomn W. Lang 1-tcrparCcltrti Pubiiihar
6BN: 0060956162. 1216 pg. Dae 2000 $20.00
Upddad ennuci/ Gxnprahattuvv and axmimw-friaricly. hfonm^icn cr. aodi drug indudas
banafih <mu, rufcj. uda attach, drug irtaroccnv end o*i*uindicatiexn tndudai color pickles
or drugt, ganvd wkrtndncn wi Mblas, and glemariea on da:i*i d drugs
Join Hopbn Fen*/ HM> Boole Tha E.i**d Homa Macfcd lafaraoca
to HJp too ond Soar hmAf homo* Good Hat* andMtnga km
By Ooflmarrim of the ktro MoplumHmfrJ toSUtera rV*p*<Ufa Wahirmi Oct,
ISBN: 006270WW, 1680 pg. Dae 1998 $49.95
Intocnafiori on mooted condtSoro end treoknenf opfaro as well tn haM promcricn,
child dvalopmant, Idmil/ mdxrJ Watery, tobng charga of /our hohh, ond o*W tapkv
AhomolTv* madidr* approaches era ccerod ii.ifrli.ly WM laid out and dearly wriTten
wnh mart/ Su*cmora
lobe (lowb) The mam parts of an organ. Lobes are
like natural divisions in rhe organ The brain, liver
ond lung all hare lobes.
lobectomy (lowb-EX-toh-mee) Surgery that removes
a lobe of a gbnd or organ.
local merapy (LOt+tuI THER-ahpee) Treatment
of the cancer ond the areas close to it.
laasfrzed cancer (LOr+kulnzed KAN-sur) Cancer
that is still m the place where it stoned and hasn't
spread to other parrs of the body
lump A bump under me skin fhot can be feft
with rhe fingers Lumps can be either benign
(not cancerous) or cancerous.
lurnpedorny (lump^K-toh-mee) Surgery that removes
a lump from rhe breast. A lumpectomy
is sometimes called o segmental mastectomy
lymph (limf) A clear, slightty yellowish fluid found
in the spaces between cells and in the lymph
vessels (tiny
"rubes"
the fymph flows through).
Lymph bathes the body's cells and carries other
cells that fight infection.
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Page 65
Introduces the reader
to the Cancer Centers
list, which includes
National Cancer
Institute sponsored
centers from around
the country.
Cancer Centers
The "A" List: Top Cancer Centers in the United Stales
I 'ndm ii. b&:y -co rgriai n era -j1 i- conw th^ k ? ceuw-f ;, L, S -wki S >Vn Sjq,
ktf mffuxih i6 hafb 1997
' nJ-cm Bn tcci% 9 o* IVCkkng/DWio.-ra'w-vw
' * indcoM bcl f i o- IVCklnanAd sn>*v> <o-c* cr
Alabama
Unrwruy o( Alabama al Birmingham Comprahanii-fa Conca* Cantor* * Binranghom
205-934-5077 www.CGc.oob.wiu
Arizona
Anzcmo Caret Cantor * "X Unrvaruly of Arizona Haoflh Scwotas Cantor Tucion
520-626-2900 www.axetorttDna.adu
Arkansas
Urwarwf/ Ho^ilot ofArkcraaiI UltW Eok
501-060121 www.uamv*du/zn.w
CaiifofTuo
Cry ol Hopa Nohonol Msd.cc., Canlor* * Bactmon Raiwareh Inifiruto Duorto
600-826-4673 www cit/ofhopa.arg
UCS0 Corncar Carta* 1 \Jnrt*nity of Colfomia at Son Diago La ioia
856-543-3456 wwwucd-edu
lomo Linda Unrvenity Madieol Cantor Lena Undo
909-79.5-731 1 www.Uu^du
sarcoma (sahr-KOH-mah) Career that begins in
the connective tissue Sarcomas often begin in rhe
bone, cartilage ond muscle.
screening (SKREE-nmg) Using tests to find disease
when there are no symptoms Mammograms ore
o good example of screening for cancer
scrotum (SKROH-njm) The outside sac on a mon's
body beneath the penis that contains the testicles
secondary tumor (SEK-rjn-der-ee TOO-mur)
A fume outside the area where the cancer s
tarred See carcinoma in situ, localized cancer
and regional involvemen I.
secrete (silvKREET} To moke and then release.
Fc example, the adrenal gland secretes
epinephrine (adrenalin)
i (seg-MEN-ruf) A segmental rriostectomy
is a surgery that removes a lump from the breast
semen (SEE-men) The thick, white fluid that contains
sperm. Semen is stored in the testicles and ejected
through the penij
Page 77
Introduces the reader
to the National
Organizations list,
which includes
explanations and
contact information
of the top national
organizations that
specialize in aspects
of cancer.
National Organizations
American Cancer Society ACS
The American Cancer Society has a national office where you can call and
talk to a cancer information specialist who can be reached 24 hours a day.
They also have local chapters that can be reached in every state. Local
chapters of the ACS offer a variety of services such as financial assistance
and counseling lo connect you wifh other local services that you may need.
The American Cancer Society also provides a wide variety of free
publications that can be ordered online or by phone.
Amaricon Conce* Society
National Offica 1 599 Clifton Rood. , NE Arionto, GA 30329
80Q-ACS-2345 (800-227-2345) www.conor.org
National Cancer Institute NO
The Notional Cancer Institute sponsors fhe Cancer Information Service
and cancer centers across the country. The CIS provides information,
education and free publications about cancer and treatments. They have
a 24 hour information hotline in Spanish and English. The NCI is also
a good resource for finding a cancer center.
Conca* Information Service
BuWmg 31. Room 10A16 9000 RocltvilW Pita ftethatdo, MO 20892
800-tCANCER 1800-422-6237) www.nci.nih.gov/
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Pages 83 -86
Provide space for
writing down new
information or
questions to ask
your provider.
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Graduate Thesis
Directions: Please answer the following questions concerning how effective the book Cancer: An Information Source
Book communicates by circling a number from 1-5. l=No, not at all. 5=Yes, a great deal.
) Would this source book be useful to you ?
Comments A /-}-
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ?
Comments Iz-e-i-uj sn.i,cc^(u f~L^e cy-JUrr bitw w.c^m
3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information ?
Comments
ZT
(5~
( 5
4) Do you find the anatomical illustrations useful ?
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7) Do you feel this book would assist you in finding more information ?
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Directions: Please answer fhe following questions concerning how effective the book Cancer: An Information Source
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1 Would this source book be useful to you ?
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Graduate Thesis
Directions: Please answer the following questions concerning how effective the book Cancer: An Information Source
Book communicates by circling a number from 1-5. l=No, not at all. 5=Yes, a great deal.
1 ) Would this source book be useful to you ?
Comments
2 3 A as
Do you have any suggestions for further improvement of this source book ?
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ?
Comments
1 2 3 D 5
3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information ?
Comments
1 2 3 V 5
4) Do you find the anatomical illustrations useful ?
Comments
1 2 3 & 5
5) Is the position of fhe glossary effective ?
Comments
1 2 3 A :0
6) Did you learn anything new from this book ?
Comments
1 2 3 0? 5
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Comments
1 2 3 A 3P
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between you and your your health care provider ?
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Please use this space for any additional comments:
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? a cancer survivor
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Graduate Thesis
Directions: Please answer the following questions concerning how effective fhe book Cancer: an Information Source
Book communicates by circling a number from 1-5. l=No, not at all. 5=Yes, a great deal.
1 ) Would this source book be useful to you ?
Comments
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ?
Comments
3 Q s
3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information ?
Comments
4 5
4) Do you find fhe anatomical illustrations useful ?
Comments
5) Is fhe position of the glossary effective ?
Comments
2 3 o
6) Did you learn anything new from this book ?
Comments
1 2
7) Do you feel this book would assist you in finding more information ?
Comments
2 3
' Do you feel this book would help enhance the communication
between you and your your health caie provider ?
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Please use this space for any additional comments:
Are you:
E a cancer survivor
0a health care professional
Cancer: An Information Source Book jon Benjamin-Rupp
Book Survey 04/24/20' Graduate Thesis
Directions: Please answer the following questions concerning how effective the book Cancer: an Information Source
Book communicates by circling a number from 1-5. l=No, not at all. 5=Yes, a great deal,
1) Would this source book be useful to you ? ] 2 ( 3) A 5
Comments
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ? 1 2 ( 3y 4 5
Comments
3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information ? 12 3 \A) 5
Comments
4) Do you find the anatomical illustrations useful ?
Comments
1 2 4 5
5) Is the position of the glossary effective ?
Comments
1 2 3 (Tj 5
6) Did you learn anything new from this book ?
Comments ci) 2 3 A 5
7) Do you feel this book would assist you in finding
Comments
more information ? ^ 1 ) 2 3 A 5
8) Do you feel this book would help enhance the communication
between you and your your health care provider ? C 1 ) 2 3 4 5
Comments .
Please use this space for any additional comments:
Are you:
p a cancer survivor
(&( a health care professional
Cancer: An Information Source Book
Book Survey
Jon Benjamin-Rupp
04/24/20
Graduate Thesis
Directions: Please answer the following questions concerning how effective the book Cancer: an Information Source
Book communicates by circling a number from 1-5. 1 =No, not at all. 5=Yes, a great deal.
1 ) Would this source book be useful to you ? 12 3 4
Comments
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ?
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3) Do the diagrams help to reinforce the information ?
Comments
1 2
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A (
r~-
3 4 / 5f
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4 \ 5
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i Would this source book be useful to you ?
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1 2 3 4(5
2) Do the colors establish a calming mood ?
Comments
1 2 3 4(5
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4) Do you find the anatomical illustrations useful ?
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5) Is the position of the glossary effective ?
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2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4/5
2 3 4/5
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